A modular family with distinct profiles. Where comfort meets every day ergonomics. Where individual meets integrated. Where choice meets configuration. Where colour comes together seamlessly. Designed for you, hemm is where work feels like home.
Achieve focus and serenity in vibrant working environments with hemm. A holistic work lounge solution that transcends everyday distractions to offer people choice and better ways of working.
combined meets collaborative

Designed to encourage serendipity and nurture the flow of ideas and information. From solo working to four person booths, the slimline aesthetic and zip detail enables agile reconfiguration. Ideal for when space is at a premium.
wellbeing meets work

Smart workplace design is key to elevating productivity. Intuitively engineered for maximum ergonomic comfort and privacy to help improve posture, health and wellbeing. Work feels like home with hemm.
features
01 - Ten standard zip colours
02 - Zipped-in privacy screens
03 - Integrated work tables
04 - Integrated power and data
05 - Upholstery colour blocking
06 - Hemm stitch detailing

habitats
hemm fits seamlessly into the following habitats when creating a high performing work environment:

- Welcome
- Home
- Flow
- Collaborate
- Formal Meet